109th Aerial Recoil
Officers & Senior Officers of 109th  (c/1 Nov 1967)

Front row
L - R
CWO De Vescovi
CWO Ward
Maj. Lanier
CPT Slagerbrout
LT Riley

Back row
L - R
CWO PICKETT
LT Meletache
LT McEvoy
LT Bassan
LT Martin "Rigger"
Dear [Name],

I'm writing to express my concern and my disappointment. I've noticed that there's been a lack of consistent communication and support from us all. It seems that our efforts are not being acknowledged or valued.

I want to express that I feel undervalued and unappreciated. I've been putting in a lot of effort and time, but it seems like it's not making a difference.

I think it's important for us to have a clear understanding of our goals and expectations. We need to work together to achieve them.

I'm open to discussing this further and finding a solution. Let's meet and talk about how we can improve our communication and collaboration.

Best regards,

[Your Name]

---

[Handwritten note on the right side of the page.]

[Handwritten note on the bottom right corner of the page.]

Al Linter